
The Uncomfortable Truth 
About IT

IDG Connect has spoken to a range of bullying experts and 
conducted research to a self-selecting sample of 650 IT 

professionals. This report blends new statistics with detailed 
feedback from over 400 testimonials and aims to shed light on this 

misunderstood and overlooked topic. 
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Bullying is rife in schools. In fact, its legacy can leave such a lasting impact through people’s lives, 
it has become a recurring theme in popular films, songs and books. Bullying is also rampant in the 
workplace, although many individuals vehemently deny this is the case. This phenomenon is far 
more complicated than the childhood equivalent, but the results are equally devastating for victims 
and organisations alike. There is some evidence to suggest that things might be slightly worse in IT. 

Over the last few months IDG Connect has been investigating this in more detail. We have spoken 
to numerous industry professionals, consulted a panel of experts and conducted a self-selecting 
survey of 650 IT professionals to gather over 400 in-depth personal testimonials. 

The results show 75% of our respondents claim to have been bullied at work and 85% have seen it 
happen to others. These results in no way prove that things are worse in IT than elsewhere, but they 
do paint a pretty comprehensive picture of the problem. Above all though, these findings highlight 
the fact that however these issues are defined, they are endemic through the IT workplace: if 
nothing else, they need to be acknowledged and discussed. 

In the course of this short report, we look at what we have discovered and see if we can shed some 
light on this seemingly ongoing problem. We profile the bullies and the bullied and try to provide 
some context on why IT could be worse than other professions. This is an insidious problem, it is 
extremely difficult to pinpoint, yet it is everyone’s responsibility to understand what goes on – this 
is the only way it will ever be tackled. 

Introduction

New Findings: 75% of IT Professionals Report Being Bullied at Work 

In our self-selecting survey on bullying in IT, we received some categorical commentary on the 
industry. 75% of the 650 professionals who responded had been bullied at work, this rose to 85% 
who had seen others bullied, although only 8% admitted to bullying others and 45% chose not to 
answer the question.

Bullying in the IT Workplace

75%

8%

85%

45%

IT professionals report being bullied at work IT professionals report seeing others bullied 

IT professionals admit to bullying others chose not to answer this question
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Of course, these were only the people who were engaged enough to take part, and so it is not 
surprising that the findings are heavily biased towards people who believe they have been 
victimised themselves, whilst few admit to targeting others. This means these results cannot be 
taken as a true portrait of a profession, but rather an account of people who identify with the topic. 
And yet still, the picture that emerges is remarkably consistent with the story told by our panel of 
experts.

Only a handful experienced physical abuse (8%), a large volume suffered verbal abuse (57%), 
but the overwhelming majority were the target of psychological bullying (94%). This is probably 
the most fundamentally damaging – both to the individual and the organisation – yet it is more 
difficult to pinpoint, because the victims often doubt themselves and often can’t believe it is really 
happening to them.

Type of Bullying Reported

IT professionals report 
physical abuse

IT professionals report 
verbal abuse

IT professionals report 
psychological bullying

8% 57% 94%

Most worrying of all, when we asked respondents to report the severity of this abuse on a scale of 
one to 10, where one was mild, and 10 was “virtually unbearable”, 76% rated it seven or more out 
of 10. And 22% overall rated it as 10 out of 10, “virtually unbearable”. Again, this is probably due in 
part to the individuals who chose to take part in the survey, yet it does serve to highlight an intense 
seam of bullying that runs through the industry.
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Case Studies: What Do Our Findings Reveal?

Severity of Bullying Reported

This research does not present a benchmark analysis of bullying in IT, as the findings were pulled 
from a self-selecting sample of global professionals. However, it does go some way to portray the 
scale, depth and nature of the problem. 

We received over 400 individual in-depth testimonials and some of these, naturally, contradicted 
one another, but overall they were remarkably consistent. The core group who denied bullying 
tended to be quite unconstructive and aggressive in their approach. There was a lot of talk of 
“wimps” and “whiners” and as one engineer from the US put it: 

“Life is full of challenges, be adult about them and stop crying 
about how you are the victim. This ideology fits right in with 
the PC, don’t offend anyone, we all deserve a trophy culture 
we have instilled in our kids that has crept into the workplace.  
Grow up and man up.  If you feel bullied, chances are you are 
the less intelligent one in the group and just lack the intestinal 
fortitude of stand up for yourself, or you’re outmatched 
intellectually and need to go back and hit the books.”

A handful of people denied it was a problem at all: “This is ridiculous!” wrote one individual, “I’ve 
been in IT for 16 years and have never seen bullying behaviour. As I teach my children, we have to 
learn to be assertive with our co-workers and never become a door mat.” 

Yet the vast majority believed it was a serious issue: “From my experience in the computer 
industry (over 30 years) I can, with total certainty, tell you that this type of psychological bullying 
is the norm, not the exception.”  Numerous individuals highlighted older workers and women as 
particular targets.

Many described incidences in specific tech organisations, and individual offices. One described two 
acute occurrences in-depth and ended the testimonial with the vow “never to work in tech again.” 

 1/10 10/109/108/107/106/105/104/103/102/10

Virtually 
unbearable

Mild

1% 1%
4% 4% 7% 7%

17% 17%
20%

22%

Life is full of challenges, be 
adult about them and stop 

crying about how you are the 
victim

“
Survey respondent, Engineer
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Whilst another summarised: “Techies aren’t known for their social skills and that leaves them and 
the organisations they inhabit more vulnerable to antisocial behaviour like bullying.”

One enterprise architect from the US wrote: “It is rampant especially in IT because so many 
managers are in positions for which they are unqualified. This seems to make them paranoid. 
In addition, IT seems to draw people who are very performance-driven. When people have a lot 
of their self-worth tied up in their work performance, it is easy to harass and torment them with 
character assassination, bad performance reviews and generally undermine their work.”  

Overall, the case studies painted a portrait of ongoing, 
petty activities that made it difficult for professionals 
to do their jobs properly, let alone well. “Shared 
systems were ‘locked out’ so I couldn’t use them 
when planned. Annual goals were changed without my 
knowledge so I’d never meet them. I didn’t know about 
the changes until my annual review where I was told 
how deficient I was,” wrote one. 

“A consistent shift in goal posts makes it impossible 
for any person to achieve anything with positive 
impact,” explained another.

It all sounds small on its own, but the consistent message was: “it’s chronic over a period of time” 
and “a much more insidious problem than many people realise.” One professional told us: “I’d be 
praised one day and criticised the next – without any expectation of what I could do to change and 
‘please’ the manager.” Another added: “[I] would get [the] silent treatment from my boss [and] 
would no longer get assignments.” Then there were those who experienced “a lot of snide little 
comments [and] eye rolls,” or “I was not invited to luncheons or important meetings.”

The impact of all this varied across the board. Many of the same words recurred thoughout:  
“alienation,” “depression,” “increased introversion,” “loss of confidence,” “isolation,” “mental 
exhaustion,” “low self-esteem”. One described: “loss of career, friends and family. Self-doubt even 
today.” Another wrote: “Felt like I had PTSD [Post-traumatic stress disorder].” One said bluntly: 
“Attempted suicide because of it.” 

Like most forms of abuse, it also appears to be a self-
perpetuating problem. Only 8% of our sample admitted 
to bullying others, but the majority of these people were 
also bullied themselves. One computer specialist in LA 
wrote: “I had to learn to bully my customers so that I 
could complete my work assignments. Especially the 
ones who the department considered to be morons. I 
was told I am too nice. I had to let all my friends go to 
self-preserve.”

Overall, these results certainly do not prove that bullying is worse in IT than elsewhere, but they do 
highlight an issue that should be of real concern to leaders who hope to run functioning, successful 
organisations. 

As one Canadian IT management consultant put it: “[The] secret of successful bullying [is that] 
it is done in hiding, it leaves doubts about who the perpetrators are, and it is complemented with 
deception to disinform and make incrimination impossible.”

I had to learn to bully my customers 
so that I could complete my work 

assignments.

“
Survey respondent, Computer Specialist

Techies aren’t known for their social 
skills and that leaves them and the 

organisations they inhabit more 
vulnerable to antisocial behaviour 

like bullying.

“
Survey respondent, IT Professional
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Other Research: Is IT Any Worse Than Elsewhere?

The latest research from the Workplace Bullying Institute (WBI), released in Feb 2014 [PDF] shows 
27% of adult Americans have directly experienced “repeated abusive conduct that is threatening, 
intimidating, humiliating, work sabotage or work abuse.” And Dr. Gary Namie, Director of WBI and 
widely regarded as North America’s foremost authority on workplace bullying, stresses this figure 
would have been far higher, if he had been less stringent with the definition.

Yet as our results show, bullying can cover 
a raft of abusive behaviour, from obvious 
horribleness, such as shouting, hectoring and 
physical maltreatment. Right through to a 
devious spectrum of Machiavellian, psychological 
techniques. The real difficulty is that there is 
no overt legislation against it, and not only is it 
difficult to prove, it often takes the recipient a 
long time to realise it is really happening.  

As one individual explained: “I was paranoid. I had depression. It had a terrible effect on me. To the 
point where it made me question my sanity.” “People need to know that they don’t need to take it,” 
adds Dr. Namie, but the terrible truth is “if they’re the sole wage earner they can’t move lightly.” 

There is some additional evidence to suggest that whilst this problem exists everywhere, things 
might be worse in IT. In 2008 Computer Weekly produced an article which stated that the “IT 
profession is blighted by bullying”. Based on research from the UK Trade Union, Ignite, this showed 
that out of 860 IT professionals surveyed “65% believed they had been bullied at work, and 22% 
had taken time off work because of stress caused by bullying.” These statistics are actually lower 
than the results of our own self-selecting study.

Professional Opinion: Steve Jobs & the Tech Industry

IT as a whole is extremely difficult to categorise because the community is non-cohesive. There are 
those who work in tech companies – in a range of capacities – and those who work in IT, in a wide 
range of industries. Yet many people agree that, like teaching and nursing, the tech industry itself is 
particularly riddled with bullying.

Steve Jobs is the poster boy of both tech entrepreneurialism and bully-boy tactics. Dr. Namie of 
WBI believes his example is fairly common. “The narcissism of the tech entrepreneurs is excessive. 
The types of personality who start these kinds of companies are very tough to deal with. They’re 
quite full of themselves and they’re not about democracy or inclusion. So, they’re natural bullies. 
But the media will never call them bullies because they’re seen as geniuses and they’re the 
inventors of our era.”

As late as this April, Jobs’ bullying made the news (again), as tech workers appealing to the legal 
system about Google, Adobe, Intel and Apple’s alleged conspiracy to keep workers’ wages low were 
asked to refrain “from unfairly portraying Jobs as a ‘bully’ at the trial.” Cult of Mac reported “the 
companies said they don’t want the court to ban all of the Jobs evidence, just stuff gleaned from 
sources like Walter Isaacson’s biography that paints Jobs in a bad light.”

Bullying can cover a raft of abusive 
behaviour, from obvious horribleness, 

such as shouting, hectoring and physical 
maltreatment. Right through to a devious 
spectrum of Machiavellian, psychological 

techniques

“
IDG Connect

http://www.workplacebullying.org
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/IT-profession-blighted-by-bullying
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240085434/IT-workers-being-bullied-says-union
http://www.cultofmac.com/275114/tech-workers-demand-steve-jobs-evidence-admitted-anti-poaching-case/%23bLmOtBecdp2rfHH5.99
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“A tech firm is like a dysfunctional alcoholic family where the parent is the drunk,” suggests Dr. 
Namie. “The poor family. Nobody else drinks but they all have to walk on eggshells. People check 
their dignity at the door in those kinds of companies. They live a deferred life because the sun 
is burning so brightly at the top of the company and everyone else is supposed to be a bunch of 
nothings. It is sickening.”

He feels fundamentally, this stems from two factors: “[The first is] there is no boundary between 
home and work. The second is work pace.”

“Those two [factors] combined, make that industry so bullying-prone, it is pure chaos. And people 
who get into it initially get a buzz from it, but they are human [beings] wrapped in the technology 
experiment [and] they underestimate the fact that biologically our stress response is way behind 
our technological need to innovate.”

Suzi Benoit who has 10 years’ experience in the field and runs Benoit Consultancy Services adds: 
“I think bullying is more predominant in industries where the leaders are not professionally trained, 
in terms of how to manage a whole business. The folks that start these tech companies are not 
professional leaders. They are uniquely talented in a technical realm and so how people relate to 
each other may not be important to them.” 

A Profile: The Bully vs. The Bullied
The best book written on this subject is “Bully in Sight”, by Tim Field, a man who suffered a mental 
breakdown after being bullied in the IT workplace and died tragically young. In this he explains: 
there are “many reasons” why a person is selected for bullying but the two that “stand out head 
and shoulders above the rest are: being good at your job, often excelling; [and] being popular with 
people.”

This bullying can manifest itself in numerous different ways. Employees can bully managers. Peers 
can pick on peers. Yet in the words of Field: “Most cases of bullying occur when a manager uses the 
opportunity of position to bully a subordinate.” This is backed up by our own findings where 51% of 
professionals were bullied by a single senior individual and 23% were targeted by a group of senior 
individuals.

The Perpetrator(s) was:

 Senior  A Peer  A Subordinate

74%

21%

5%

Professionals bullied by:

33%

67%

 A Group  An Individual

http://benoitcentral.com
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Bully-Sight-challenge-workplace-Overcoming/dp/0952912104
http://www.theguardian.com/news/2006/jan/21/guardianobituaries.mainsection
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In extremely simplistic terms, Dr. Namie of WBI believes problems in the workplace stem from 
ideological differences. The people who are focused on doing a good job are a very different breed 
to the people who are preoccupied with the career ladder. In black and white terms this is the 
political people vs. the non-political people: “the ones who care about the work and the ones who 
care about personal agenda.”

“That is the major distinction,” he 
explains. “The bullies are driven by their 
agenda. They fill their days with political 
dealings [usually] to the detriment of 
the company. So it is never about work 
getting done. It is never about being a 
tough boss; it is about getting it done for 
me.”

Consultant Suzi Benoit concurs with this: “The behaviour that is harming other people has nothing 
to do with working towards the company’s goals. Bullies tend to divide the workplace into two 
groups: one are allies, who can be on their side, who will never complain about them; the other 
folks, they consider their enemies.” 

“When someone does something, like call these bullies on the carpet,” she continues, “then they 
move into control tactics like: manipulation, ostracising these people, marginalising them, leaving 
their names off key [email] distribution lists, withholding information from them so they can’t do 
their work, that sort of thing. This is a meanspirited way of controlling other people and has nothing 
to do with the mission of the organisation, working more efficiently, supporting your fellow workers, 
collaboration or any positive things – it is all about protecting your own power.” 

This viewpoint was strongly seconded 
by numerous testimonials in our 
study: “I showed up to do the best 
possible work and her [the bully’s] 
entire function was to advance 
herself,” wrote one. “I don’t care about 
upward mobility” wrote another, “only 
about delivering the best product I can 
– for that I was driven out.”

The people that tend to be targeted fit a profile says Dr. Namie: “[They tend to be] a strong 
worker, a veteran worker and a technically skilled worker.” Large swathes of our survey talked 
about the trials of being older, and especially female. As one individual wrote: “It is rampant in this 
organisation and directed at older workers and at female employees.”

“The target of bullying is a highly studied area,” adds Pam Farmer, an independent HR professional, 
who runs consultancy firm Change Map and has 10 years’ experience of workplace bullying. “It may 
be that the bullied target is very good at their job, is anxious about their job, or speaks their mind, 
or is an independent thinker; [there are] a whole variety of reasons.  Self-confident people who are 
viewed as ‘strong’ by others, can be targets for bullying.”

Being good at your job, often excelling; [and] 
being popular with people [are the most 

common reasons people are bullied].
Tim Field - Bullying in Sight

“

Bullies tend to divide the workplace into two groups: 
one are allies, who can be on their side, who will 

never complain about them, the other folks, they 
consider their enemies. 

“
Suzi Benoit - Benoit Consultancy Services
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Two Sorts of Bully: Straightforward vs. Strategic

Suzi Benoit has investigated numerous US organisations across the spectrum and is keen to stress 
that there are two types of bully. “One is a straightforward bully who vents their anger and feelings 
onto other people. But to me, a toxic employee is a bully who has a strategy for maintaining their 
own power. And they control folks in the workplace for their own end. That is a different animal. And 
a much harder personality issue to unravel.” 

“People are afraid of [the straight forward bully] because they might yell and name call – it is the 
more toxic bullies who are trying to prevent themselves from being held accountable and are 
attacking people who are trying to improve the workplace. That toxic bully, or more strategic bully, 
is harder to deal with. They are really good at manipulating other people.  They are very good at 
covering themselves.”

“It doesn’t matter as to the setting, the bully or toxic 
employee all do the same thing,” she continues. “They all 
protect their own power.” 

“To try and convince someone that is thoroughly 
competent that they’re incompetent is a very cruel act,” 
says Dr. Namie of the WBI. “A lot of time is spent doing 
that: they have the audacity to crawl inside someone’s 
head and tell them who they are, rather than letting people 
be who they are.”

“[The] bullies don’t come to us for study. But we meet them when we do consulting and – [the 
thing to] remember [is] the narcissism,” he explains. Delroy Paulus of Colombia University has 
identified the dark triad [PDF] of personality traits that normally show in destructive people, 
although sadism has subsequently been added:  

These people are (on a sliding scale) narcissistic, psychopath-like, (in that that they tend to lack 
remorse) and Machiavellian. “Look at that package: these are the people who are willing to meddle 
with others,” continues Dr. Namie. “They fill their days with political gamesmanship. And the other 
people, the targets, come to work to do their job.” 

“[For the bullies] climbing the ladder is all of their work. It is 
their focus. It becomes a zero-sum game where they must 
obliterate all competition. They see co-workers as competition 
as opposed to peers, or a possible pool of friends. They see 
them as someone to dupe, overcome and climb over. And it 
is just Machiavellian. And some people don’t have that view 
at all. They’re co-corporative. They’re nice. They’re kind. The 
targets are in that group.”

“[For the bullied] the trauma comes from a destruction of their world view. [They believe]: if I work 
hard I’ll be recognised and I’ll be paid adequately and I can stay and do what I love, but they are 
cruising for bruising. If they fall into a workplace where they are arbitrarily assigned to one of these 
cruel people, life for them is just horrible.”

To try and convince someone 
that is thoroughly competent 
that they’re incompetent is a 

very cruel act.

“
Dr. Namie of the WBI

These people are 
narcissistic, psychopath-like, 

and Machiavellian.
Delroy Paulus of Colombia University

“

http://www.google.co.uk/url%3Fsa%3Dt%26rct%3Dj%26q%3D%26esrc%3Ds%26source%3Dweb%26cd%3D3%26ved%3D0CDwQFjAC%26url%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.researchgate.net%252Fpublication%252F222828329_The_Dark_Triad_of_personality_Narcissism_Machiavellianism_and_psychopathy%252Ffile%252F32bfe50d11fcb71305.pdf%26ei%3DcFhzU5alN6qw7Ab0wYDYBQ%26usg%3DAFQjCNEKyV8kGVSJshE946XttrOqbMx9rg%26bvm%3Dbv.66699033%2Cd.d2k
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Accountability: Is This an HR or Leadership Problem?

Accountability is a real challenge for many organisations. Our research showed that 68% of 
professionals who had experienced bullying themselves felt their organisation “condoned” the 
bullying and, as a result, only 61% took the matter further.

“All of the business articles think that bullying is an HR issue,” says Dr. Namie of WBI. “It is not, it is 
a leadership problem because they establish the culture. HR does not establish the culture. So it 
should not be handled by HR, it should be handled at a leadership level. HR is the worst place to go. 
They are terrible in the States. ‘Feckless’ is the word I would use.”

Pam Farmer of Change Map agrees with this, to a 
certain extent: “Many HR people, ‘HR Business Partners’, 
can be too close to the business and do not stand 
sufficiently apart from line managers. They either 
see the complainant as a problem to be managed 
away or are themselves afraid of being victimised.  
The HR community in general needs to recapture an 
independent position in this particular area.”

Suzi Benoit does feel things have improved vastly over the last decade, however. “Now engagement 
is all the rage and companies have figured out that employees are more connected to them: 
working towards goals, feeling respected and all those things that engagement implies, they can do 
much better as a company, and be more successful financially.” 

“When I first started talking about this topic, HR folks didn’t really see how it related to them,” 
she continues. “They didn’t see bullying working against employee engagement.” Now that has 
changed and she is noticing an increasing level of interest from this community.

Feedback from our study did paint a consistently negative picture of HR though. “I went to HR for a 
year, documenting the ‘abuse’. That documentation was used against me,” reported one. “HR was 
worthless, saying that there was nothing they could do,” added another. 

Professionals Who Took the Matter Further

Organisations That Condoned the Bullying

68%

61%

Many HR people, ‘HR Business 
Partners’, can be too close to 

the business and do not stand 
sufficiently apart from line managers.

Pam Farmer of Change Map

“
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“The biggest problem is that people [in HR] perceive it as a personal conflict,” suggested one 
individual. “The manager, in my case, kept jabbing me under the table. It is virtually impossible to 
prove on a factual level. And that makes people perceive the complainant as the problem.”

“HR and management will not address the problem until their jobs depend upon it,” one stated 
quite categorically. “In the meantime, gather emails, document all bullying activities, including 
dates, times, and other people present, and hire the meanest lawyer you can find.”

Everyone we spoke to agreed that bullying is leadership’s responsibility. Ultimately, all company 
direction comes from the top and if HR is properly tasked with policing the fall-out, this could 
certainly be better managed, if not eradicated. The real issue however, is that much of the time 
difficulties begin with the leaders themselves. And even if these individuals are not personally to 
blame, they will simply not acknowledge the problem.   

Outcome: The Impact of Bullying in the Workplace

The impact on the victims can be catastrophic, from loss of self-esteem to suicidal tendencies. 
Whilst the effect on the organisation as a whole can be a long, slow corrosive process. People learn 
not to trust each other, are afraid, demotivated and always expect the worst. This is especially true 
if the leader is the source of the bullying.
  
As one database administrator put it: “Leadership bullying 
creates an atmosphere of bullying that is self-perpetuating.” 
This trickles down through the rungs of the organisation and 
stops people performing effectively. This has a direct, albeit 
hard to quantify, impact on the bottom line. As Benoit explains, 
the situation will often, in practice, run as follows: 

Once the bully has selected their victim “[they will] rally the forces to give them the silent 
treatment, marginalise them [and] withhold information they need to do well in their job. That is a 
very powerful weapon for the person who is being victimised, but also for the people watching who 
think: ‘oh boy, I am glad that is not me...’ and it goes from there.” 

“Ostracising, marginalising, the withholding of 
information, are tactics I’ve seen in multiple work 
places,” Benoit continues. Whilst Farmer adds: “People 
outside the bullying situation and in the immediate 
environment (colleagues) are often fully aware of the 
bullying going on but ‘do not believe it is my business’ 
to intervene or raise the issue to anyone who could 
intervene.”

In addition to impacting performance, ostracism is extremely traumatic for the victim. Dr. Namie 
from the WBI explains: “From functional MRI studies [PDF] we know ostracism causes genuine 
pain.” One individual explained: “I lost all my friends there. People close ranks the moment they get 
frightened. And you become an outsider. People stopped talking to me, which was terrible.”

Leadership bullying creates 
an atmosphere of bullying 
that is self-perpetuating.

“
Survey respondent, database 

administrator

Ostracising, marginalising, the 
withholding of information, are 

tactics I’ve seen in multiple work 
places.

“
Suzi Benoit - Benoit Consultancy Services

http://www.scn.ucla.edu/pdf/Cyberball290.pdf
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“The reasons are complex and research is being carried out into why bystanders remain on the 
sidelines,” says Farmer. “My experience indicates that bystanders are willing to raise their concerns 
only if the organisation has clearly come out against bullying and that the bystander feels that they 
will not also be victimised or bullied themselves.” 

The impact of all this slowly harms the entire workplace. “If the bully is allowed to get away with this 
treatment of people over time,” explains Benoit, “what happens is people who are comfortable in 
those toxic environments [or don’t see a way out] stay. And those people who have a strong sense 
of self [or more work potential] tend to leave the workplace. So, over time the place gets filled with 
people who are afraid of the bully. This adds to the scenario.”

The lack of absolute definition, and deficit in legislation, makes workplace bullying extremely 
difficult to pinpoint, let alone tackle. Just like in schools, the victims often turn inwards, blame 
themselves, or refuse to accept anything is happening at all. The bystanders tend to do the 
same, which sends a slow poisonous ripple right through the organisation, impacting morale and 
eventually hitting the bottom line. 

Some people deny this is a problem at all. This is itself an issue: treating people fairly is not “PC 
rubbish” or symptomatic of “whining” or “being emotional”, it is a basic human right. At least 
attempting to understand the viewpoints of others is what differentiates the civilised from the 
base, and should, indeed, mark us out from the animal kingdom. 

This problem is real and it is everyone’s responsibility. We all know how intensely childhood bullying 
can impact people’s lives. Yet, for the most part at least, these individuals know they can growup, 
leave school and perhaps escape from it all. For people who become targets in the workplace there 
is often nowhere to go.

Bullying may not be much worse in IT than anywhere else. And it will always be a challenge to pin 
down a true, hard ‘scale’ number. Yet one thing is certain: this is something we all need to be aware 
of. This problem is so serious nearly a quarter of people who took part in our survey described 
their experiences as “virtually unbearable”. Nobody should have to put up with that every day in the 
workplace.

Conclusion: What Can We Do About It?
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